
Voice from Customer
“It makes sure that my team is safe and that they feel safe; that they can communicate with me in an 

area on their own. The battery life is excellent so I have no worries that someone's battery will run out 

halfway through the day.”

“The radios help us to make sure the operation runs smoothly, that we're giving the best customer 

service to our visitors and that we can keep in contact over the 33 acres of land that we have here.”

              ——  Bryony Atkins, Site Manager

After considering a number of options, the team chose new Hytera handsets supplied by Dover 

based radio company Smye-Rumsby.

The PD50X Hytera handset was demoed to the team in the summer of 2016, and left for staff to test 

in day-to-day operations.

The digital handheld radio is lightweight at only 260 grams; IP54 rated against dust and water 

ingress, and offers the latest noise cancellation technology. 

The handsets also use lithium-ion battery technology, giving the Down House team a superior talk 

time per charge, easily outlasting a full shift.

Migrating to Digital Radios

Hytera's radios quickly helped the Down House team to improve operations and manage visitor flow 

in the house. The staff noticed enhanced call clarity, particularly in the more remote areas of the 

building and surrounding estate. 

The team have found the radios discreet, lightweight and comfortable to carry throughout the day. 

Thanks to their intuitive design, the handsets were found to be simple to operate and are used by all 

Down House staff, who range in age from 16 to 77.

Staff have made daily use of features such as personal calling to help with the safety of colleagues 

working in remote areas of the site. What's more they no longer lose communication due to either 

coverage or depleted batteries.

Thanks to the new handsets, Down House now have a reliable communication system that supports 

the day to day running of their busy operation, whilst offering the Site Manager and her staff peace 

of mind.

Benefits
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Background
Founded in 2008 by Dasha Zhukova, Moscow's Museum of Modern Art "Garage" is the first 

philanthropic institution in Russia to create a comprehensive public mandate for contemporary art. 

Providing opportunities for dialogue, as well as the production of new work and ideas, the Museum's 

extensive program of exhibitions, events, education, research, and publishing reflects current 

developments in Russian and international culture. Central to these activities is the Museum's 

collection, which is the only public archive in the country related to the development of Russian 

contemporary art from the 1950s through to the present.

On May 1, 2014, Garage Center for Contemporary Culture changed its name to Garage Museum of 

Contemporary Art, reflecting the founder's commitment to providing long-term public access to 

living artists and art histories. On June 12, 2015, the museum moved to its first permanent home in 

Gorky Park, in the heart of Moscow, simply titled "Garazh".

User
Museum of Modern Art "Garage", Russia

Market segment
Security

Project time
2014

Products
Hytera Dispatch System 
RD62X Repeater
Х1е/ Х1р/PD50X Portable Radio
MD65X Mobile Radio

New Moscow Gallery to Champion Modern Art
Hytera DMR Solutions Serve Museum of Modern Art in Russia

Customer's requirements
Garazh is aimed at offering established and upcoming artists a unique space to showcase their work, 

unlike anywhere else in the world. It creates international news and international headlines and 

opportunities here for artists that won't be anywhere else in the world.

Hytera dispatch system

RD62X PD50XX1e X1p MD65X
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Solution
Hytera Dispatch System operating in DMR protocol with some DMR radios was proposed to meet the 

customer's requirements.  Hytera's ultra-thin full power digital portable radios X1p & X1e equipped 

with concealed carry wireless headsets are used by security person in specific tasks. Besides these, 

PD50X & MD65X are also provided to work with Hytera dispatch system and Portable repeater RD62X 

to achieve flexible networking & dispatching. The use of 2 network slots in pseudotrunk mode 

ensures operation of two independent channels. Conversation recording and subscriber monitoring 

is provided by the dispatcher network system. 

Advantages
The Hytera solution has optimal price-quality ratio for small (up to 50-70 subscribers) communication 

networks for the benefit of security structures. Use of the unique Pseudotrunk mode enables to 

increase the quantity of used radio stations without loss of quality and two-slot mode of DMR 

protocol provides with 2 conversations at the same time without increase of the quantity of 

frequencies used by the customer. Location control and conversation recording is performed by the 

dispatcher complex located at some distance in a special premise. Availability of special audio 

accessories enables to ensure secrecy of conversations.

To ensure safety inside the main building, adjoining territory and additional buildings, it was required 

to establish an efficient communication network with the repeater station designed for territory 

coverage up to 2-3 km at a radial distance from the repeater station. The communication system is 

required to track the location of any watchmen in real-time and record all conversations in the 

communication network. Security inside some exhibition halls shall talk in a mode hidden from 

visitors. 

Facility location in the center of the city requires allocation of the agreed frequency resource to 

guarantee full-time communication at the facility and territory. Conversations of two independent 

groups at the same time are also needed.
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Background
Unique Secure is a security firm in Copenhagen, Denmark, servicing customers within the premium

brand industry. Apart from security and theft control in premium shops, Unique Secure also offers

logistics control, facility and building services and administrative services.

User
Unique Secure, Denmark 

Market segment
Security

Project time
2015

Products
X1p Portable Radio

Security staff found it difficult to communicate and handle daily tasks, whilst maintaining a high level

of service and security to their premium customers. Furthermore, management wanted to ensure

their personal safety if they faced a threatening or emergency situation.

Customer Challenges

Improve Communication and Staff Safety
Hytera X1p Helps a Denmark Security Firm Improve Service

Unique Secure chose Hytera X1P radios combined with Zonith's alarm handling and task allocation 

software, Hytera dealer in Demark, to handle work orders and dispatch alarms immediately to their

radios if an alarm is raised. Each handheld radio can be located in an emergency via GPS when 

outdoors and via Bluetooth when indoors. Staff positions can be monitored both inside shops and

outside on the streets, so security can quickly assist any staff member in distress situations.

Solution

X1p
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